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and better varieties. Government, however, cannot
provide seed every year for every farmer, and it is the duty
of everybody, great and small, to grow seed for himself and
his neighbours. It is also his duty to keep the seed as pure
as possible, and fields intended for seed, whether for himself
or for his neighbours, should be very carefully ' rogued ',
and every other variety of the crop except the one required
for seed should be removed before the crop is cut. Wheat
and rice are heavy seeds to transport, and therefore if the
villagers, once they have been supplied by Government,
do not make their own arrangements for keeping their seed
pure from year to year it will always cost them more.
Good farmers, however, must always beware of their seed
deteriorating, and be ready if it shows signs of doing so,
to buy fresh seed to replace it. Government is establishing
more and more seed-selling agencies but big landlords,
Court of Wards Estates and co-operative societies should
always be seed depots for themselves and their neighbours.
All good shopkeepers who sell seed at all should sell nothing
but the very best. It is in their own interest to do so as
good crops raise purchasing power, and stimulate trade and
business.
Cotton seed is a particularly difficult matter as ginning
factories often sell mixed seed and Government can never
provide enough for everybody. Cultivators should gin
enough of their best cotton to provide themselves with pure
seed for the next year.
Good seed naturally costs more than bad seed and
Government is bound to seE first-class seed slightly above
the market rate for ordinary seed, particularly in the case
of food grains ; otherwise, as the Government seed is pure
and clean, it would often be eaten instead of being sown I
Even so, however, good seed probably works out actually

